H I G H - A LT I T U D E C O C K T A I L S

In this section, you will find a small glossary of herbal plants that are used
by the indigenous communities of the Atacama Desert.
Each one has its own unique properties that have been used for medicinal and
spiritual purposes by these indigenous peoples.

RICA RICA

Rica Rica has a strong, refreshing smell and
several medicinal properties. Originally, it was
used to cure heart, kidney, bladder and circulation ailments.
The people of Socaire also refer to it as Costilla, Core or Cori. It is
consumed as an infusion made after toasting the leaves. In the
language of the high-plains people, Kunza, this medicinal plant is
known as NAN, which means leg. It is used to flavor milk, to relieve a
cough and as firewood.
Based on this plant’s characteristics and properties, we have
prepared a cocktail that strengthens its aroma and its medicinal
properties. This cocktail contains seasonal fruit, pisco with crushed
rica rica, lime and crushed ice. It’s refreshing and works as both an
aperitif and to accompany an evening snack at the bar or poolside.

COCKTAIL INGREDIENTS:
• Whisky glass
• Seasonal fruit (sweet cucumber or prickly pears)
and lime
• Crushed ice
• 1oz. of pisco with mashed rica rica*
• 0,5 oz. simple syrup
• Rica rica* stem garnish
* Peppermint can be substituted

PREPARATION:
- Mash the seasonal fruit into the
herb-infused pisco.
- Add the syrup and ice.
- Mix for 5 to 10 seconds and then serve it
in a whisky glass.
- Garnish with the rica rica stem.

Tolar and ravines
2.200 a 3.000 m.s.n.m
Medicinal and Combustible

RICA RICA
Acantholippia punensis

COPA COPA

The Copa Copa has been used by Atacama
Desert communities as an infusion to
combat stomach pains. Its crushed leaves also help ease headaches.
This plant is known to provoke dreamlike experiences.
For this recipe, we invite you to experience the world of dreams. We
blend white tequila with the strong-scented herb and flower of the
Copa Copa, which have a forceful, bitter aftertaste. Mixing this with
absinthe strengthens its dream-inducing properties. The same is true
of adding St. Germain, the French liqueur made from elderflowers, a
known relaxant. Cointreau balances the flavors and a splash of
fresh-squeezed orange juice makes the cocktail even more delicious.

COCKTAIL INGREDIENTS:
• Whiskey glass
• 0,5 oz. white tequila with mashed copa copa*
• 0,5 oz. Absinthe
• 0,5 oz. St.Germain
• 0,5 oz. Cointreau
• 1 oz. fresh orange juice
• Orange peel garnish
* Echinachea can be substituted.

PREPARATION:
- Infuse the herb into the tequila.
- Add the other ingredients and mix for 5 to
10 seconds.
- Serve in a whiskey glass.
- Garnish with a copa copa stem and
orange peel.

Pajonal
3.900 a 4.400 m.s.n.m
Medicinal and Ritual

COPA COPA
Artemisia copa

PINGO PINGO

This plant has been used in Peine for
its disinfectant properties. In Socaire,
where it has a wide variety of medicinal uses, it is also known as
Transmontada. It is also used to make brooms and as charcoal and
firewood.
We make a simple syrup from this plant’s dried branches. The result
is a syrup with a strong wood and vegetable aroma. We highlight this
characteristic with a 7-year Havana rum to which we add traditional
Araucano bitters to balance the sweetness and lemon juice to create
a ‘sour’ that works perfectly as an aperitif.

COCKTAIL INGREDIENTS:
• Coupette glass
• 1 oz. pingo pingo syrup*
• 0,5 oz. lemon
• 0,5 oz. Araucano bitters
• 0,5 oz. rum
• Egg white
• Toasted pingo pingo stem garnish*
* Rosemary can be substituted.

PREPARATION:
- Make a pingo pingo syrup by boiling the
herb for 5 minutes, then bottling and
cooling it.
- Blend the ingredients (except the ice) in a
blender. Then add the ice and blend for 5
more seconds.
- Serve in a coupette glass. Garnish with
the toasted pingo pingo stem.

Tolar and Pajonal
3.100 a 4.400 m.s.n.m
Medicinal and Combustible

PINGO PINGO
Ephedra breana

